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Big Texas Tire Makes a Big Move

Big Texas Tires & Offroad will continue to deliver expert and quality service at a temporary
location while they are building their new permanent home to even better serve customers in
the Humble, TX area. Additionally, they have launched a new website to better connect with
shoppers and provide a comprehensive experience.

Humble, tx (PRWEB) May 16, 2016 -- BIGTEX Tires & Offroad has long been a favorite of drivers in the
Humble, TX area when it comes to tires, lift kits, customizations and auto repair. In an effort to maintain their
already high level of customer service, BIGTEX Tires & Offroad has moved to a new location on a temporary
basis. “We are currently working on building our new permanent home,” confirmed Shakeel Maredia, Owner of
BIGTEX Tires & Offroad. “This has required us to transition into a new temporary location for a few months
while we get the new location finished up. We can’t wait to be able to unveil our brand new, state of the art,
location to our customers. In the meantime we will still give them the same expert service and quality products
as we always have.” Customers can now find BIGTEX Tires & Offroad at their temporary location of 1903
Treble Dr. Suite-A, Humble TX 77338. Their phone number has remained the same at (281)-548-1111.

In addition to their recent move, in an even further move to better serve their loyal customers, BIGTEX Tires &
Offroad is unveiling a new, thoroughly-redesigned website. The new website features an up-to-date look and
design, with an emphasis on ease of navigation and use. Customers will find it easy to set up an appointment for
tires or auto repair through the new site, and the site’s tire page lets customers shop for tires by vehicle
make/model/year, brand, tire size and price point. Their innovative Tire Visualizer page lets a customer put in
his truck’s year/make/model information, then see firsthand what that truck would look like with the wheels
and tires of his choice.

BIGTEX Tires & Offroad has built their reputation on great prices on premium tires from Goodyear, Michelin,
Firestone and others, as well as top-quality auto repair and responsive customer service. Their new website is
one more example of their commitment to their customers, making the shopping experience a little more
convenient and simple for drivers in the Humble, TX area. BIGTEX Tires & Offroad’s service department
offers a full range of auto repair such as brake repair, oil changes, wheel alignments, A/C service and much
more. Considering their orientation toward trucks and 4 x 4 drivers, BIGTEX Tires & Offroad also offers lift kit
packages, offroad suspension modifications and accessories like LED light bars, running boards, nerf bars and
other popular accessories for trucks.

Bigtexastire.com is powered by TCS Technologies. TCS Technologies, a Microsoft Certified Partner, develops
and markets both off-the-shelf and custom tire software solutions, web applications, ecommerce platforms and
support and consulting services to tire companies across the US and Canada. TCS has built a product base
which continues to prove itself as a revenue-increasing, business-streamlining asset to any size tire business.
TCS Technologies has tools unmatched in the industry, and customization within each of its products to cater to
the way tire dealers and retreaders do business. TCS’s home office is located outside Nashville, TN in
Cookeville, with a second location in Salt Lake City, UT. Visit TCS Technologies’ website for more contact
information at http://tcstire.com.
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Contact Information
John Krajewski
BIGTEX Tires and Offroad
http://bigtexastire.com/
+1 (314) 418-5152

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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